HOT SPOT SERIES MONITORS  HSVC

The HOT SPOT monitor series has been the world's number one personal monitor since its invention in 1977. There are two basic concepts that have led to the continued success of the HOT SPOT. The first concept was to bring the monitor closer to the performer. Second, was to create a monitor that projects mid/high range frequencies; a frequency tailoring that Galaxy calls controlled bandwidth.

By bringing the monitor closer, the stage volume can be reduced, which, in turn, helps clean up the front of house mix. Its integral volume control allows the performer to have more control over his/her volume and to hear the other musicians on stage.

The HOT SPOT's frequency range is tailored for the mid/high range (250Hz-15kHz). As live performers know, the mid/high range carries all the vocal clarity. The HOT SPOT is most effective, because it can be placed closer to the performer, its use of controlled bandwidth, and most importantly, its two NEOLITE high efficiency high power drivers!

The HOT SPOT features two of Galaxy's new NEOLITE neodymium drivers, each rated at 100 watts continuous. This gives the HOT SPOT its rating of 200 watts @ 16 ohms. The HOT SPOT cabinet is constructed of black high impact ABS and has an attractive cloth grill. The back of the unit features two ¼” input jacks. One serves as the speaker's input; another makes it possible to link multiple HOT SPOTS. The HOT SPOT's front mounted seven position volume control offers 18dB of adjustability (in 3 dB increments). All HOT SPOTS have a built in stand mount which allows them to be easily mounted to a microphone stand.
ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER SPECIFICATIONS

The loudspeaker shall be a controlled bandwidth (250Hz - 15kHz) system offering two Neodymium, ferrofluid cooled 5-inch drivers with 7.4-ounce magnet structures. The loudspeaker shall be capable of handling 200 watts continuous. Nominal impedance shall be 16 ohms. Input connection shall be one Speakon® connector and two ¼-inch phone jacks. The enclosure shall be constructed of rugged ABS plastic and feature a cloth covered ABS grille. The cabinet shall be available in black with a black bezel. An integrated flange shall be provided to accommodate microphone stand mounting. An optional handle shall be offered. Dimensions shall be 11 inches wide (279 mm), 7 inches high (178 mm), and 5.25 inches deep (133 mm). The system’s weight shall be 4.5 lbs (2.04 kg). The loudspeaker system shall be the GALAXY AUDIO HOT SPOT VC.

Specifications subject to change without notice.